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INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE STATES AND DEVICE SURFACE CHARGING IN
NITRIDE MATERIALS USING SCANNING KELVIN PROBE MICROSCOPY
By Mohammed Shahriar Sabuktagin
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Doctor of Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2005

Major Director: Dr. Hadis Morkoç
Professor, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering

In this work Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy (SKPM) was used to
characterize surface states and device surface charging in nitride materials. Samples
grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MOCVD) and Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) typically show a high surface band
bending of about 1 eV. In an n-type sample with 3×1017 cm-3 carrier concentration, 1 eV
upward band bending corresponds to 1.7×1012 cm-2 trapped charge density in the surface
states. Under continuous ultraviolet (UV) illumination up to 0.6 eV surface photo voltage
effect could be observed in some samples, which further indicates that surface band
bending is very likely larger than 0.6 eV, i.e. close to 1 eV. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
xi

xii
damage was observed to increase surface band bending by about 0.4 eV where as surface
treatments in organic solvents and inorganic acids did not affect surface band bending
significantly. These results indicate presence of high density of surface states in devices
fabricated in nitride materials. Surface potential measurements immediately after turning
off a reverse bias to the Schottky contact of a GaN Schottky diode as well as an
AlGaN/GaN Hetero-junction Field Effect Transistor (HFET) show an increase of band
bending near the Schottky contact edge. For an applied reverse bias of 4 V, about 0.5 eV
increase of band bending was observed. This increase of band bending was caused by
tunneling of electrons from the Schottky contact and their subsequent capture by surface
states near the contact edge. In case of the HFET, the increase of band bending for a bias
that caused no current flow through the device was similar to a bias that did. This showed
that hot electron injection from the channel did not play a significant role in increasing
surface band bending. The accumulated charge near the gate edge of a HFET can deplete
the channel, which would cause the drain current to decrease. The total times of
accumulation and dissipation of excess surface charge near the gate edge of the HFET
were comparable to the time scales of drain current transients of current collapse and
recovery. From this observation we attributed current collapse phenomena to charge
accumulation near the edge of the reverse biased gate contact of a HFET.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation
In modern communication systems high frequency power amplifiers are the key
components. High efficiency, high power output, linearity and low noise are the desirable
properties of such amplifiers. Especially as the lower ranges of available radio frequency
(rf) spectrum are now in extensive use, there is a pressing need for amplifiers that would

(a) Applications
Base Station
Radar
Satellite
WLL Hiparlan

LMDS
Car
Digital
Radio

(b)
Fig. 1 Power requirements at high frequencies (a) Chart of applications needing high
power at high frequencies. (b) Achieved and expected operating ranges of devices1.

yield higher power at higher frequencies. Modulation doped field effect transistors
(MODFET) (also called Heterojunction Field Effect Transistor (HFET) or High Electron
Mobility Transistor (HEMT)) are the devices of choice for high frequency power
1
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applications. In modulation doped structures the donor ions are spatially separated from
the conducting channel. This reduces ionized impurity scattering and makes saturation
velocity of the channel much higher than the doped bulk. This high saturation velocity is
a key requirement for high frequency amplification. Presently available choices for highfrequency high-power amplifiers are mainly AlGaAs/GaAs and InGaAs/GaAs
MODFETs. Because of low breakdown voltage of these material systems, it is necessary
to use parallel combination of many large devices to obtain high power output. As a
result, efficiency, impedance matching and linearity performance of these amplifiers are
not satisfactory.
High breakdown voltage makes wide band gap semiconductors the materials of
choice for high power applications. Johnson’s Figure of Merit (JFOM) is an indicator of
high frequency performance of a material9. JFOM for GaN is 5 times higher than GaAs
(Table 1). The unique advantages of nitride semiconductors for high frequency
applications are polarization charge induced large concentration of two dimensional
electron gas and high electron saturation velocity. A new figure of merit accounting for
two dimensional electron gas concentration can be defined as ∝ VI × f t ∝ Eb Qs vs which
projects nitride materials to be 100 times better than arsenide materials. AlGaN/GaN and
InGaN/GaN hetero structures, grown both by MBE and MOCVD, show electron
concentration and saturation velocity of 1013 cm-2 and 107cm/s respectively10. Current
maximum power outputs of a nitride HFET are 10.3 W/mm at 2 GHz and 102 W total11,
higher than HFETs of the same size in all other material systems. Yet this power output is
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much lower than the achievable limit. The objective of this research is to identify the
cause/causes of underperformance of nitride HFETs and find the remedy/remedies.

Table I. Comparison of Semiconductor Parameters showing advantage of GaN
GaAs

4H-SiC

GaN

Bandgap [eV]

1.43

3.25

3.4

Tmax [ °C ]

400

1250

1310

2D Electron Gas Density (/cm2)

1012

Thermal Conductivity [W/cm/K]

0.54

3.5

1.5

Electron mobility [cm2/V⋅s]

8500 [2D]

500

20002,3,4 [2D]

Saturation Velocity (vs) [107cm/s]

2

2

~ 25,6

Breakdown Field (Eb) [MV/cm]

0.4

3.0

1-4 7,8

Johnson’s FOM ( Eb v s 2π )
(compared to GaAs)

1

7.5

10

New FOM ( EbQsvs )

1013

1

100

1.2 Problems with nitride HFETs
Radio frequency power output of nitride HFETs has been found to be lower than
what is expected from the direct current (DC) current voltage (I-V) characteristics.
Power output has been observed to decrease with the increase of input frequency and
power12,13. These phenomena are commonly known as Current Collapse (CC). Even for
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the same input power, output power has been observed to decrease with time. In some
cases output power level restores to initial level after storing the device for some time
(ranging from hours to days) without bias. In other cases degradation of output power is
permanent. Fig. 2(a) shows decrease of drain current with the increase of input power.
Fig. 2(b) shows decrease of drain current swing with the increase of input frequency. It is
essential to understand and solve these problems in order to realize the full potential of
nitride materials.

Load = 0 + j0

Load = 39 + j39

Fig 2. Current Collapse Phenomena (a) Decrease of
drain current with increase of gate drive. After Ref.12 .
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Fig. 2 (b) Decrease of Drain current swing with increase of
gate drive frequency. After Ref.13

1.3 Previous Works
In the past few years there has been extensive research to understand the
cause/causes of the current collapse. Mitrofanov et. al.14 carried out drain current
transient measurements to characterize the reasons of gate lag, which is considered to be
a symptom of current collapse. Gate lag is a slow increase of drain current in response to
a gate voltage change. They have found that larger reverse gate biases cause longer gate
lags and determined the energy level of the trap responsible for the gate lag at about 0.54
eV below the conduction band edge. They have suggested that traps located either at the
surface or in the barrier may be responsible for the observed phenomena. However they

15

were unable to find the exact location of the traps. Klien et. al.
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used photo ionization

spectroscopy to find the role of trapping by deep levels in current collapse. As they were
able to restore the drain current in a device by shining it with light of wavelengths
corresponding to the energies of deep levels, they attributed current collapse solely to
deep level trapping. However due to invariance of threshold voltage in a device that
showed current collapse, Trassaert et. al.16 postulated that the traps responsible for the
current collapse are located at the surface. Vetury et. al.17 also suggested that charge
trapping by surface states is responsible for the current collapse. Recently Koley et. al.18
has observed increase of band bending near the gate of a HFET. However the applied
biases in Koley et. al.’s experiment caused the device to pinch off heavily, which does
not correspond to usual device operating conditions.

1.4 Proposed Work
In this work, we proposed to experimentally study the role of surface charging in
anomalous behavior of nitride HFETs. In order to find if the density of surface states in
materials used for device fabrication is significant, we planned to characterize surface
states in as grown samples as well as in samples subjected to typical device processing
steps. Then electrical characterizations of the devices were performed with the objective
of identifying anomalies commonly attributed to surface states. If surface charging does
occur in a device due to applied biases, it would change the surface potential. Using
SKPM we proposed to measure surface potential changes caused by different applied
biases to a HFET. SKPM is a variant of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in which a
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metal coated tip is used to measure surface potential. The key advantage of SKPM is the
very high spatial resolution. The diameter of the SKPM tip may be as small as 30 nm
whereas conventional Kelvin probes are usually more than 1 mm in diameter. The
spacing between the gate and drain of a high performance HFET is typically less than 5

µm . Therefore, the high spatial resolution offered by the nanometer-sized SKPM probe
is essential for detecting surface potential changes in a HFET.

CHAPTER 2 Surface Potential Measurement using SKPM

2.1 Principle
In the SKPM mode operation of an AFM19, a dc bias superimposed on an ac
voltage is applied to the tip (Fig. 3). The dc bias on the tip is varied to detect surface

Fig. 3 Schematic of a SKPM set up.
potential. Electrostatic force between the tip and a sample can be written as F =

1 dC 2
V
2 dz

where C is the tip to sample capacitance and V is the sum of 1) contact potential
difference between tip and sample, 2) applied dc and ac bias to the tip, 3) any
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existing/applied potential on the sample surface i.e. V = Vcp +V dc+Vac sin ωt + Vsample .
Using this expression for V in the equation of force F we find that force F has
components at dc, ω and 2ω . The 2ω component arises from the sin2 ω t term of V20.
Each component of the force F causes displacement and oscillation of the cantilever,
which are detectable by the position sensitive photo detector. Of particular interest is the
force component at frequency ω , Fω =

dC
(Vcp + Vdc + Vsample )Vac sin ωt . When Vdc , the
dz

dc potential applied to the tip, equals − (Vcp + Vsample ) , Fω becomes zero. This is utilized

in determining Vcp if Vsample is known. Vsample is any potential applied to the sample.
When Vsample = 0 V, Vdc = Vcp i.e. the surface potential.

2.2 SKPM System Performance issues relating to Reliable Measurements
It has been observed that the measured surface potential values on the same sample
on different days are not the same. Changes in operating parameters specially lift height
and phase angle were reported to cause drastic changes in measured surface potential
values. In traditional Kelvin probes measured surface potential varies with distance from
the sample as distance between probe to sample is in the range of millimeters over which
part of Vdc drops. But this should not cause large variation in SKPM measurements as the
distance between probe to sample is in the range of nanometers. Because of these
variations there has been suspicions regarding reliability of surface potential
measurements using SKPM method. Another critical issue for measuring time variations
of surface potential is speed of response of the system. In order to resolve these issues a
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series of experiments were carried out on a set of specially prepared samples. Lift height
dependence and day to day variation of surface potential were investigated by measuring
surface potential on Gold (Au) and Chromium (Cr) samples. These two materials were
chosen because of their inertness in atmospheric conditions. The samples were prepared
by depositing thin films (200 nm) of Au and Cr on sapphire using e-beam evaporation.
One test sample was prepared with adjacent electrodes of 100 nm Al film deposited on
oxidized silicon surface. These electrodes were wire-bonded to external leads so that it
was possible to apply external voltages. External voltages applied to the electrodes were
measured both by the SKPM and a voltmeter to determine accuracy of the SKPM system.

2.2.1 Lift height dependence
Surface potential measurements were made as a function of lift height on an Au
reference sample as well as on SVT1252 (MBE-grown) and RK120 (MOCVD-grown).
Lift height was varied from 10 nm to 400 nm. Variations of measured surface potential
(Fig. 4) with lift height was found to be insignificant. For a lift height of 300 nm the
measured surface potential was within ±15 mV of the measured value at 10 nm lift
height. These measurements could be reproduced on different days. Since at lower lift
heights there is less coupling with far away objects, spatial resolution of surface potential
measurements at lower lift heights is higher. But the problem of too low a lift height is it
causes the tip to crash on the sample surface. This was observed experimentally. As a
compromise a lift height of 50 nm was chosen for subsequent measurements.

11

SVT1252

RK120

Au Reference

Fig. 4 Variation of measured surface potential with lift height.

2.2.2 Day-to-Day variation
Surface potential measured by SKPM on the same sample shows different values on
different days. In case of GaN samples these variations can be as much as 0.6 eV. This
casts serious doubt on the reliability of surface potential measurement by SKPM method.
In case of semiconductors there may be large variation of adsorption/desorption due
variations in atmospheric conditions which may cause noticeable change of surface
potential. In order to rule out the effect of adsorption/desorption we chose inert Gold and
Chromium films as reference samples. As these materials are inert in atmosphere, there is
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negligible change of work function and hence of surface potential due to adsorption or
desorption. Still surface potential measurements on different days on the same reference
samples showed variations as large as 0.5 eV. Interestingly the difference of measured
surface potentials, which corresponds to the difference in work functions of the materials,
was nearly the same. For example using an Au coated tip, measured surface potential on
the Au and Cr reference samples are typically within 0.1 eV of 0.0 eV and 0.6 eV
respectively. Recall that work functions of Au and Cr are 5.1 and 4.5 eV respectively. On
a particular day if an Au coated tip measures 0.2 eV surface potential on the Au reference
sample, the measured value on the Cr sample shifts to 0.8 ±0.1 eV as well. GaN samples
also showed similar trend. From these observations we conclude that the day-to-day
variation of measured surface potential is due to the electronics of the SKPM system.
Therefore we can consider the day-to-day variations as system offset which can be
quantified by measuring surface potential on a sample with known stable surface
potential such as the Au reference sample.
An important observation regarding accuracy of surface potential measurement
was made on the Al sample with external leads. External voltage was applied to the
electrodes of the Al sample in 20 mV steps from a highly stable power supply. High
accuracy voltmeter was used to monitor the applied voltages, which were incremented in
20 mV steps up to 500 mV initially, then in 500 mV steps from 500 mV to 5V. For each
of these applied voltages, measured values by SKPM were within 5 mV of the applied
voltages. This accuracy was repeatable on every occasion regardless of the initial surface
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potential value without any bias. From this experiment we find that SKPM is a highly
accurate method of measuring changes of surface potential.

2.2.3 Temporal response of the SKPM measurement
In order to be able record temporal variations of surface potential it is important to
know the temporal response of the SKPM system. For this experiment a wire bonded
Schottky diode was used. A pulse generator with rise and fall times of a few nano-

Height
2.0 nm/div

Left Trace
49.92 ms/div
Potential
0.65 V/div

Trace

Retrace
Right Trace
49.92 ms/div

Fig. 5 Temporal response of the SKPM system. A 3 V pulse applied to a diode as recorded
by the SKPM system showing that the SKPM system will sense a 3 eV change of surface
potential in less than 10 ms.
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seconds was used to apply forward bias pulses to the diode in a period duration during
which the SKPM was recording surface potential continuously near the Schottky contact.
Fig. 5 shows the screen image for a 3 V pulse applied during the trace period of data
capture. We observe that SKPM detects the change of potential within 10 ms. From this
observation we can deduce that time resolution of SKPM system is better than 10 ms.

2.3 Conclusions
We find that SKPM is a highly reliable way of measuring surface potential. Lift
height variation from 10 nm to 400 nm can cause up to 15 mV variation of measured
surface potential. Change of surface potential can be measured with an accuracy of 5 mV.
Temporal response of the system is better than 10 ms. Measured surface potential values
are reproducible within 100 mV after calibration with respect to an Au reference sample.

CHAPTER 3 Surface States of Nitride Materials

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we establish that it is possible to measure surface potential
reliably using SKPM. Because of physical discontinuity at the surface, semiconductors
usually have bound electronic states within the band gap near the surface. For n type
semiconductors, if surface states lie under the Fermi level they may become negatively
charged. Screening of this surface charge takes place by ionized donor atoms in the bulk.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Band bending near a semiconductor surface due to surface states with
(a) discrete (b) continuous distribution.
As a result, typically an upward band bending is established near the surface of an n-type
semiconductor (Fig. 6). Surface states can have discrete (Fig. 6a) or nearly continuous
15
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distribution (Fig. 6b). This upward band bending near the semiconductor surface can be
measured using SKPM. An SKPM basically measures the contact potential difference

EVAC

qVcp
Φs

χ

φM

χ

Φ

EVAC
EC
EF

EV

Metal tip
Oxide film

GaN

Fig. 7 Surface band bending measurement using SKPM.

(Vcp ) between a metal coated tip and the semiconductor surface (Fig 7). In general,
surface band bending (Φ) is calculated using the formula
Φ = φ M − qVcp − Φoff − χ + E F

(3.1)

where φ M is the metal work function ( φ M = 5.1 eV for Au), χ is the electron affinity of
the semiconductor, and EF is the Fermi level, measured with respect to the conduction
band minimum EC. Φoff is the measurement offset determined by measuring Vcp on a
calibration sample with known work function. Typically Φoff ranges from 0 to 300 mV.
Note that surface potential measurement using Kelvin method is not able to differentiate
between contributions from surface dipole and surface band bending. However photo
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voltage effect is directly related to surface band bending. Based on the findings of
Bermudez21 we used χ = 3.3 ± 0.3 eV for GaN.
In the simplest approximation the amount of band bending present on a
semiconductor sample is an indication of the density of surface states for that sample.
Photoemission measurements showed an upward band bending of 0.75 eV in n-type GaN
and a downward band bending of 0.75 eV in p-type GaN22. Since photoemission
experiments are carried out in UHV conditions, information from photoemission
experiments are not directly applicable to typical samples used for device fabrication.
Samples used for device fabrication are inevitably exposed to air and subjected to various
chemical processing. Air exposure can cause oxidation and adsorption, which can change

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Photo voltage effects due to (a) Above band gap illumination
(b) Sub band gap illumination.
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concentration of surface states as well as electron affinity. Photo voltage experiments
have been very useful in characterizing surface states. In photo voltage experiments
optical illumination is used to change trapped charge concentration in the surface states23.
Above band gap illumination creates electron hole pairs in the semiconductor. The holes
drift towards the surface and become captured by the charged surface states. As a result
net charge in the surface states and surface band bending decreases (Fig. 8(a)). This
phenomena is called photo voltage effect. As the maximum value of photo voltage
corresponds to the total band bending present on the semiconductor surface, photo
voltage experiment can be used to check validity of band bending measurements.
Sub band gap illumination can also induce photo voltage effect by causing
transition from the charged surface states to the conduction band (Fig. 8(b)). Advantage
of photo voltage experiments with sub band gap illumination is its ability to find the
energetic location of the surface states in the band gap. But in order to be able to observe
sub band gap photo voltage effect, optical cross section of the surface states have to be
large. Another source of error is photo ionization of deep levels in the depletion region
near the surface. In order to interpret sub band gap photo voltage accurately, photo
ionization properties of bulk traps must be determined from some other experiment such
as DLTS, photoconductivity or photoluminescence excitation.
Techniques described above were used for studying surface states in different
GaN samples. In order to understand the role of growth methods and growth conditions, n
type samples grown by MBE, MOCVD and HVPE of different carrier concentrations
were selected. Because of large spontaneous polarization, large difference in surface band
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bending between Ga and N polar faces is likely to occur . In order to investigate this
24

phenomenon one HVPE grown free standing sample was studied. In the free standing
sample both Ga and N faces of the same sample were accessible for surface potential
measurements. To compare the role of growth methods in surface band bending, MBE
and HVPE grown samples with similar doping concentration were selected.
Semiconductor device fabrication inevitably involves dry and wet etching as well as
cleaning with acids and organic solvents. These processes can cause damage to the
surface and change adsorption. Therefore device processing is very likely to have some
influence on surface states. Passivation should decrease surface states and hence surface
band bending. To understand effects of processing, samples etched by RIE and molten
KOH were analyzed. Samples cleaned in aqua regia, HCl and organic solvents were also
studied.

3.2 Band bending on MBE-grown samples
GaN layers from 1 to 3 µm thick were grown on c-plane sapphire by MBE. The
samples included Ga-polar films grown on thin AlN buffer layers, and nominally N-polar
films grown on sapphire with GaN buffer layers, undoped and Si-doped, grown under
Ga- and N-rich conditions. Polarity of the samples was established from etching
characteristics, surface morphologies, X-ray diffraction data, and in a few cases it was
confirmed by cross-section Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)25. Note that our
Ga-polar films contain very low density of inversion domains, whereas the nominally Npolar films have the density of the inversion domains up to 1011 cm-2 implying rather
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mixed polarity . Room-temperature concentration of free electrons, measured by the
26

Hall effect, varied in a wide range (from 1015 to 6×1019 cm-3).
In all n-type GaN layers grown under different conditions, including undoped and
Si-doped, having Ga and N polarity, we observed a large upward band bending (Fig. 9).
The band bending in dark varied from 0.7 to 1.5 eV. Note that for all samples the

B and Bending (eV)

1.5

1

0.5
Ga-polar
N-polar
0
10

15

10

16

10

17

10

18
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10

20

-3

n (cm )
0

Fig. 9. Upward band bending in MBE-grown GaN samples with different
carrier concentrations n0. Scattering of the data for the samples with close
values of n0 may be related to different density of structural defects and
different surface morphology due to variations in growth conditions
(Ga/N ratio, substrate temperature etc.). (Ref. 24)

measured surface potentials were reproducible (within 0.1 eV in successive
measurements) and nearly independent of the tip position at the surface, as well as
distance between the tip and the surface (in the range from 30 to 200 nm). In a sample
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with 3×1017 cm-3 carrier concentration, 1 eV upward band bending corresponds to
1.7×1012 cm-2 trapped charge density in the surface states. In contrast to the Schottky
diode case27, we did not see strong correlation between polarity of the layer and the band
bending. One of the reasons may be high density of inversion domains in our N-polar
films (mixed polarity case). Note that in freestanding GaN templates we observed about
0.25 eV larger band bending on the Ga face as compared to the N face (described in more
details in section 3.4). Moreover, there was no correlation between the growth conditions
(III/V ratio etc.) and the value of the band bending. The band bending apparently
increased in samples with higher concentrations of free electrons (described in more
details in section 3.3). A number of samples were treated in molten KOH or boiled aqua
regia. No difference in band bending was noticed with an accuracy of 0.1 eV after such
treatments. The upward band bending obtained in n-type GaN (the average value is 0.9
eV in a set of 30 samples) is in good agreement with the values previously obtained from
X-ray photoemission28 and UV photoemission29. No difference between the band bending
in the samples with Ga and N polarity may indicate predominance of the surface states
mechanism over the spontaneous polarization in formation of the surface charge, as well
as the mixed character of polarity in nominally N-polar films. The variety of the band
bending in the samples with apparently similar parameters (III/V ratio and n0) can be
attributed to uncontrolled presence of surface states with different densities. These results
have been reported in Ref. 30.
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3.3 Increase of Band bending with increasing carrier concentration
A surprising observation is the large band bending in the samples with high
concentration of electrons. We would expect the band bending to be inversely
proportional to the doping level if the density and distribution of the surface states were
sample-independent31. This is because surface charge can be screened in a smaller length
of depletion region in a sample with higher carrier concentration. Si doped MBE grown
samples with different carrier concentrations were selected for band bending
measurements. Table 2 shows that with increasing carrier concentrations from low 1017
cm-3 to high 1018 cm-3 band bending on MBE grown samples gradually increases from
0.74 to 1.47 eV. It may be that in MBE grown samples increased doping increases
surface state density or moves the level of surface states deeper into the band gap. Further
experiments are needed to understand this anomalous phenomenon. Band bending in
HVPE grown samples (Table 3) shows a slight decrease with the increase of carrier
concentration for the two samples available.

Table 2 Measured Band bending on MBE grown samples of different carrier concentrations
Sample Number

Carrier

Measured

EF – EC

(n0/cm3)

Vcp (eV)

(eV)

Band Bending
(Φ) (eV)

svt523

7.0000e17

0.65

-0.03

1.02

svt727

1.1000e18

0.73

-0.02

0.95

svt728

3.8000e18

0.42

0.01

1.29

svt595

7.0000e18

0.25

0.03

1.48
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Table 3 Measured Band bending on HVPE grown samples of different carrier concentrations
Sample

Carrier

Measured

EF – EC

Band Bending

Number

(n0/cm3)

Vcp (eV)

(eV)

(Φ) (eV)

TH1011
TH1721

2.6000e17
1.0000e18

0.70
0.80

-0.06
-0.02

0.94
0.88

However measured data from just two HVPE samples is not sufficient to reach a general
conclusion regarding the trend of band bending in HVPE samples with different carrier
concentrations. For carrier concentration up to 1018 cm-3, both HVPE and MBE samples
show comparable surface band bending.

3.4 Band Bending on a Free Standing Sample
The free standing sample was first grown by HVPE on sapphire substrate. Then
the substrate was removed to make the sample free standing. One surface of the free
standing sample is Ga polar and the other face is N polar. This sample was carefully
mounted such that surface potential on both Ga and N polar faces could be measured
successively. In case of the free standing sample the Ga polar face shows 0.25 eV higher
band bending than the N polar face. Ga polar face carries additional negative charge due
to spontaneous polarization. The magnitude of spontaneous polarization charge from
theoretical calculations is 0.045 Cm-2 or 2.8×1013 electrons/cm2 on the Ga face32. This
charge density should cause a much higher band bending corresponding to inversion
(about 3 eV) that we did not observe. It is likely that theoretical calculation overestimates
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spontaneous polarization or a significant portion of the spontaneous polarization charge is
screened externally by adsorbed ions.

3.5 Spatial variation of Surface Potential
The diameter of the SKPM tip is typically 30-100 nm. In order to measure change
of surface potential with high temporal resolution, it is necessary to hold the tip immobile
at a single point. With the tip immobile, we can measure surface potential in an area with

Fig. 10. (a) Spatial variation (< 50 meV) of Surface potential on an n type HVPE sample.
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Fig. 10. (b) Spatial variation of surface potential (< 10 meV) on a MOCVD grown
p-type sample.
30-100 nm diameter. Significant spatial variation of measured surface potential would
require data capture on many spots of the sample for the experimental results to be
reliable. Various factors such as non-uniformity in material growth, different orientations
of crystal grains may cause spatial variation of surface potential. Fortunately we found
that spatial variation of measured surface potential was not significant. In order to
investigate spatial variations of surface potential, 5 µ m × 5 µ m surface potential images
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were taken on two samples grown by HVPE and MOCVD as sown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b)
respectively. Maximum spatial variation of surface potential for the HVPE sample was
less than 50 meV. For the MOCVD sample this variation was less than 10 meV. Because
of insignificant spatial variation of surface potential, data captured at a few spots of a
sample were considered to represent the whole sample in subsequent measurements.

3.6 Photo voltage Effects
3.6.1 Experimental Set up
Photo-voltage effect, or variation of the band bending under illumination, was
measured with the help of a pulsed nitrogen laser (photon energy of 3.68eV) or a 300 W
Xe lamp in conjunction with a grating monochromator (in the photon energy range from
1.5 to 3.8 eV). Output power of the laser is rated at 10 mW/cm2, which corresponds to
photon density of 1014 cm-2 per pulse. In order to attenuate incident light, neutral-density
filters were used. In case of the Xe lamp color filters were used to cut unwanted orders of
the grating. With the monochromator set at 350 nm, incident power as measured with a Si
photodiode power meter was 1 mW/cm2. All experiments were carried out at room
temperature.

3.6.2 Continuous Illumination
The band bending in the studied GaN samples was very sensitive to light. Even
the ambient light inside the building decreased the band bending by about 0.1 eV, and
restoration to the dark value can take from hours to even days depending on the sample.
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Maximum photo voltage effects observed in samples SVT523 and SVT595 were 0.55
and 0.72 eV respectively. Recall that estimated band bending for these two samples was
1.0 and 1.48 eV respectively. Maximum attainable photo voltage varied from sample to
sample in the range from 0.4 to 0.6 eV. This variation may be due to variation of either
surface state characteristics or minority carrier lifetime in the bulk or both. Nevertheless
the true values of surface band bending were very likely higher than the observed photo
voltage since the illumination intensity of the Xe lamp was considered to be insufficient
for achieving complete band flattening.

3.6.3 Pulsed illumination
Pulsed photo voltage experiments were carried out using a nitrogen laser. All
samples showed change of surface potential when subjected to 5 ns nitrogen laser pulses.
Since the depletion region width in a typical undoped GaN is comparable with the
effective absorption depth of light (about 80 nm at 3.68 eV
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), a substantial part of the

photo-generated holes is swept towards the surface by the strong near-surface electric
field. We assume that recombination in bulk does not play a critical role in case of pulsed
laser experiments because the lifetime of free carriers are typically longer than the drift
time in the strong electric field of the surface depletion region. Note however that the
magnitude of photo-voltage, the light intensity needed for the saturation of the photovoltage, and the time constants of the photo-voltage transients in the course of
illumination and after ceasing the light, were sample-dependent.
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Examples of variation of surface band bending after a laser pulse and in the
duration between successive repetitive (at a frequency of ~0.4 Hz) pulses are shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. In sample SVT758 (Ga polar, n0 ≈ 2×1017 cm-3), the bend bending
decreased by more than 0.2 eV after the first pulse of laser light (Fig. 11). During the
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Fig. 11. Variation of the band bending (relative to the value in dark) after
illumination with a pulsed nitrogen laser (5 ns pulse and 2.5 s period) (Ref.24).
time between pulses, a partial restoration of the band bending is observed. With each new
pulse the value of the photo-voltage magnitude progressively increases. Moreover, with
increasing pulse frequency to 30 Hz, an additional increase of the photo-voltage by about
50 meV was observed in this sample. This gradual accumulation of photo voltage effect
is due to slow rate of electron capture by the surface states. Each laser pulse generates
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electron hole pairs. The holes are swept towards the surface by the electric field in the
surface depletion region. Capture of these holes by surface states results in the observed
photo voltage effect i.e. decrease of surface band bending. When illumination ceases,
surface states capture electrons from the conduction band causing the surface band
bending to increase. In case of pulsed illumination, initially the number of electrons
captured by the surface states in the interval between laser pulses is less than the number
of holes captured during a 5 ns laser pulse. As result successive laser pulses results in
gradually increasing photo voltage. In this balance, the electron-capture cross-section of
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Fig. 12. Variation of the band bending (relative to the dark value) after the
illumination is ceased at t = 0. (Ref. 24)
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the surface states may play a major role (thermionic current is proportional to this value)
perhaps assisted by tunneling through bulk traps, while the hole-capture cross-section of
the surface states should not matter because all holes are almost instantly swept to the
surface, and the hole capture process is much faster (of the order of 10-10 -10-8 s) than the
times observed in the photo-voltage transient processes. Notably accumulation of the
photo-voltage in sample SVT728 (N polar, n0 ≈ 4×1018 cm-3) was very slow compared to
SVT758 (Fig. 11). After each pulse of light, the band bending quickly decreased by just
10 meV and slowly restored by half during the interval between pulses. The above
observations are consistent with the photo-voltage transients after completely ceasing the
light. After ceasing illumination the restoration of the band bending is a very slow
process (Fig.12). The band bending approached its dark level after about 15 minutes in
sample SVT758, while it took more than one hour to reach the dark level in the sample
SVT728. Note that the majority of the photovoltage transients in a set of undoped GaN
samples were similar to the one of the sample SVT758. The very small decrease of the
band bending in sample SVT728 as compared to sample SVT758 (10 meV vs. 200 meV)
after one pulse of light may be due to a much higher density of surface states in this
sample. It also takes a longer time for these states to be filled with electrons after the light
is switched off in the sample with higher density of the surface states. The other
explanation may be that compared to SVT758 capture cross sections of the surface states
in SVT728 are smaller. These issues are discussed in more detail in section 3.6.5. Under
continuous illumination sample SVT758 shows 450 meV photo voltage effect compared
to 200 meV under pulsed illumination. This difference is likely to be due to presence of
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fast surface states that can capture electrons very fast compared to the temporal resolution
of the SKPM system.

3.6.4 Saturation of Pulsed Photovoltage
In order to understand role of incident light intensity on photo voltage, photo
voltage effects were recorded at several attenuated values of the laser illumination.
Attenuation was achieved by using neutral density filters. Fig. 13 shows a typical
2
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Fig. 13 Photo voltage after illumination with a single pulse of UV light ∆Φ(0)
as a function of the excitation intensity. (Ref.37 )
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example of the dependence of the photo voltage value after pulse excitation, ∆Φ(0), on
excitation intensity. Each point was measured as a variation of the band bending after
approximately 10-2 s (the best temporal resolution in our set-up) from a single pulse of
UV light, and we waited for complete restoration of the dark value of Φ between
measurements. As depicted in Fig. 13, ∆Φ(0) increases linearly with excitation intensity
and completely saturates above ~1% of the maximal laser intensity. We explain the
saturation of ∆Φ(0) at high excitation intensities by saturation of the surface states with
photo-generated holes after the UV light pulse. Transition from the linear increase of

∆Φ(0) to saturation corresponds to the density of the photo generated electron-hole pairs
of about 2×1012 cm-2, as estimated from the laser power accounting for the geometry of
the experiment. Ignoring losses due to bulk recombination, we conclude that about the
same density of surface states participates in the photo voltage effect. Corrections for
losses would decrease this value.

3.6.5 Model of Photovoltage due to Laser Pulses
The upward band bending at the surface of n-type GaN with uncompensated
concentration of shallow donors ND is characterized by the barrier height, Φ, and
associated depletion region width, W34

W=

2Φ ε ε 0
.
q ND

(3.2)
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The band bending is caused by negative charge at the surface with density ns, and the
charge balance requires that
n s = WN D ,

(3.3)

The origin of ns is in part the acceptor-like surface states below the Fermi level and in
part uncompensated negative charge of ions adsorbed at the surface. As discussed in Sec
3.2, in a large set of GaN samples with different concentration of electrons the barrier
height at the surface is of the order of 1 eV, and thus, the depletion region width is about
100-30 nm for the concentrations of shallow donors in the range of 1017 - 1018 cm-3,
respectively, and the density of the negative charge at the surface is in low 1012 cm-2
according to Eqs. (2) and (3). A pulse of light creates electron-hole pairs. Since the
depletion region width in a typical undoped GaN is comparable with the effective
absorption depth of light (about 80 nm at 3.68 eV), a substantial part of the
photogenerated holes is swept towards the surface by the strong near- surface electric
field and quickly (in ~10-10-10-8 s) captured by surface states. On the other hand, the
photogenerated electrons are quickly swept towards the bulk, increasing concentration of
free electrons in the bulk, likely in close vicinity of the surface barrier since the diffusion
is relatively small in GaN. The holes captured by the surface states reduce the negative
charge of the surface and, consequently, reduce the depletion region width from its dark
value Wd to the light value Wl and the band bending from Φd to Φl, according to Eqs. (2)
and (3). One may expect that these values tend to zero with increasing excitation intensity
due to complete filling of the acceptor-like surface states with holes. However, in
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addition to surface states, other charges such as negatively charged absorbed ions and
spontaneous polarization, may contribute to the upward band bending near the GaN
surface. Thus, in general, the photo voltage may differ from the band bending in the dark
even when it saturates with increasing excitation intensity.
We assume that thermionic transfer of free electrons from the bulk to the surface
states over the barrier dictates the restoration of the charge equilibrium after the light is
turned off. In the first order approximation we neglect tunneling of electrons through the
near-surface barrier and even two-step transfer via deep traps because the localization of
the electrons at deep traps is too high to provide a discernable overlap between the wave
function of an electron bound to a trap and that for a hole bound to a surface state at a
spatial separation comparable to the depletion width. For simplicity let us assume that
only acceptor-like surface states located below the Fermi level (with the density ns)
participate in the photo voltage transients. After the surface states are partially or
completely filled with photogenerated holes and the light is off, the dynamics of the
recombination is determined by the following rate equation
∂p s
⎛ Φ⎞
= −C n p s N D exp⎜ −
⎟.
∂t
⎝ kT ⎠

(3.4)

Here, the rate of the electron-hole recombination is proportional to the density of the
holes at the surface acceptor-like states, ps, and concentration of free electrons at an
energy Φ from the bottom of the conduction band, which approximately equals
N D exp(− Φ / kT ) . Cn is the capture coefficient, which is related to the capture cross-

section, σn, as
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C n = σ n vth = σ n

8kT
,
π mn

(3.5)

where vth (~2×107 cm/s) and mn (0.22 m0) are the thermal velocity and effective mass of
electrons in the conduction band of GaN.
For a single pulse and small values of photo voltage the time dependence of Φ
can be ignored, and the solution of Eq. (4) can be found in the form

⎛ t⎞
p s (t ) = P0 exp⎜ − ⎟ ,
⎝ τ⎠

(3.6)

where τ can be construed as the recombination lifetime35 and P0 = (Wd – Wl)ND.
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Fig. 14 Transients of photo voltage, calculated using Eq. (3.8) with ∆Φ(0) =
0.2 eV, ND = 3×1017 cm-3, Cn = 2×10-8 cm3/s (σn = 10-15 cm2), and Φd varied
from 0.4 to 1.0 eV. Typical experimental transient is shown for comparison.
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Substitution of (6) into (4) gives
⎛Φ⎞
⎟.
⎝ kT ⎠

τ = N D−1C n−1 exp⎜

(3.7)

Finally, equating the expression for ps from Eq. (6) to its expression following from Eq.
(3), ps = (Wd – W(t))ND, and taking into account that the photo voltage signal after pulse

excitation, determined as ∆Φ(t) = Φd - Φ(t), is small compared to Φd, we obtain a
solution for the time evolution of ∆Φ in the form
⎛ Φ − ∆Φ(t ) ⎞ ⎛ ∆Φ (0) ⎞
⎟⎟ .
t ≈ N D−1C n−1 exp⎜ d
⎟ ln⎜⎜
kT
⎠ ⎝ ∆Φ (t ) ⎠
⎝
Analysis

of

Eq.

(8)

shows

that

at

times

(3.8)
t << N D−1C n−1 exp(Φ l / kT ) and

t >> N D−1C n−1 exp(Φ d / kT ) , ∆Φ equals Φd - Φl and 0, respectively. ∆Φ decreases to half
its initial value ∆Φ(0) at
⎛ Φ − 0.5∆Φ(0) ⎞
t = t 0 = N d−1C n−1 exp⎜ d
⎟ ln 2 ,
kT
⎝
⎠

(3.9)

and ∆Φ(t) varies as ~ ln(t) close to t0. Examples of the calculated ∆Φ (t) dependences for

∆Φ(0) = 0.2 eV and different values of the band barrier are shown in Fig. 14. In these
calculations the capture cross-section was taken equal to 1015 cm-2, a typical value for
semiconductors, although values from 10-22 to 10-12 cm-2 have been reported in the
literature.36 According to Eq. (8), if the actual value of σn is larger or smaller than 1015
cm-2 by m orders of magnitude, a curve for a particular Φd should be shifted to the left or
to the right, respectively, by m orders of magnitude in Fig. 14. The numerical solution of
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Eq. (4) accounting for the variation of Φ with time gives similar results if ∆Φ(0) << Φd. It
can be noted from Fig. 14 that the experimental data can be equally well fitted by Eq. (8)
with the sets of (Φd, Cn) gradually varied from (0, 10-9 cm-2) through (0.35 eV, 10-15 cm-2)
and up to (0.6 eV, 10-19 cm-2). It should be stated that the present experiments do not
allow independent determination of Φd and Cn, although we believe that the cross-section
of 10-9 cm-2 is unreasonably large to justify the assumption that Φd = 0. These results
have been reported in Ref. 37.

3.6.6 Sub band gap photo voltage effects
Photo voltage effect under sub band gap illumination can reveal location of
surface states within the band gap. A grating monochromator calibrated with an Hg lamp
was used to select sub band gap wavelengths from a 300 W Xe arc lamp. Maximum slit
width of 2 mm and focusing lenses were used to maximize incident optical flux on the
sample. In order to eliminate effects of ambient light, samples were stored in dark for at
least 72 hours before each experiment and experiments were started with measurements
of contact potential in dark. None of the MBE, MOCVD or HVPE grown samples
showed any change of surface potential under sub band gap illumination from 750 nm to
400 nm. It may be that optical cross sections of surface states are so small that available
sub band gap photon flux is not able to change their population significantly. Only the
RIE etched sample showed a change of surface potential by 100 meV at 451 nm
illumination. It may be that RIE etching process creates additional surface states with
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large optical cross sections, which are responsible for the observed sub band gap photo
voltage effect.

3.7 Effect of processing on surface band bending
The density of surface states may increase or decrease after surface treatments
including passivation. We have discovered recently that after reactive ion etching the
density of the surface states substantially increases. This results in an increase of the band
bending in dark and slowing down the photo-voltage transients. However cleaning in
boiling aqua regia or etching in molten KOH does not markedly affect the surface states
in as-grown GaN.
Plasma-based dry etching methods are necessary for GaN device fabrication, as
GaN is somewhat impervious to wet chemical process, and the photoresists used for
patterning are attacked by wet chemicals. However, plasma-induced damages38 during
dry etching are known to degrade performance of Schottky diodes significantly. Naoi39
suggested that during reactive ion etching (RIE) using BCl3, the boron is driven below
the surface to a considerable distance, and plays a part along with the etching damage in
the formation of surface states.
The GaN layer used in this study was grown on c-plane sapphire substrate by
MBE. The GaN wafer was cut into 1 cm by 1 cm pieces and cleaned in acetone and
methanol with ultrasonic agitation, rinsed in flowing de-ionized water (DI H2O), and
blown dry with N2. This was followed by boiling aqua regia treatment and DI H2O rinse
ending with blow drying in N2. RIE was performed in a Plasma-Therm RIE system under
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slightly varying etching conditions of 200–250 W rf power, 100 sccm BCl3 flow rate, 54
mTorr. Some samples underwent subsequent treatment in either boiling aqua regia or
molten KOH solution for 10 min and 15 s, respectively, in an effort to remove either the

Table 4 Effects of processing on band bending.
Processing Method

Band Bending (eV)
(As grown)

Band Bending (eV)
(RIE etched)

Untreated Sample

1.0

1.40

Aqua Regia cleaning

1.1

1.55

KOH etching

1.0

1.35

surface contaminants such as metal and perhaps etch away the damaged region caused by
the plasma treatment. Surface band bending was calculated following the procedure
described previously. In addition, the evolution of band bending was measured under
pulse UV illumination with photon energy of 3.68 eV. The PL was also measured at
room temperature following each of the surface treatments.
The band bending for each sample measured by SKPM is given in Table 4. Recall
that accuracy of the SKPM system is ± 0.1 eV. Each of the as-grown samples with or
without wet treatment had a band bending of 0.9–1.1 eV. The band bending in each of the
RIE samples was 0.3–0.5 eV greater than the respective as-grown sample. Fig. 15 shows
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Fig. 15 Band bending as a function of time under UV
illumination for as-grown and RIE GaN measured by SKPM.

the band bending measured by SKPM as a function of time under pulsed UV laser
illumination for the as-grown surface and RIE surface. The initial conditions show the
RIE surface starting at a larger band bending, as given in Table 4. Under pulsed laser
illumination both the as-grown and etched samples show gradual accumulation of photo
voltage effect up to a saturated value. The saturated values are different for the two
samples. The RIE etched sample takes significantly larger number of laser pulses to reach
the saturated value of photo voltage. The photo voltage effect for the as-grown surface
saturates much faster, on the order of 1 s, as opposed to hundreds of seconds for the RIE
treated surface. The total shift, 0.3 eV reduction in band bending with illumination, is
approximately the same for each. When the UV illumination is turned off, the recovery
process back to the dark steady state condition takes much longer time for the RIE treated
surface than for the as-grown surface as shown in Fig. 16. The mechanisms of photo
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Fig. 16 Band bending as a function of time after ceasing
UV illumination for as-grown and RIE GaN samples.

voltage phenomena have been discussed previously in sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.6. The RIE
etched sample definitely has higher density of surface states compared to its as grown
counterpart.

Therefore the slower accumulation of photo voltage effect in the RIE

sample is definitely due to higher density of surface states. In the RIE etched sample,
relaxation of excess band bending takes longer as the barrier for thermionic emission is
larger. The dynamics of emptying the surface states under UV illumination and that of
recovery process in a particular sample depend on the sample history. The dynamics is
fast for as-grown samples, while it becomes very slow after the RIE treatment. After the
aqua-regia treatment the dynamics remained unchanged, whereas after a shallow etching
in hot KOH the dynamics became almost as fast as in as-grown samples. The possible
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explanation is removal of some surface states by KOH etching, but not with aqua-regia,
which tends to remove only metals and other contaminants from the surface.
Photoluminescence spectrum was measured for the as grown and RIE treated
GaN samples at room temperature, the results of which are shown in Fig. 17. After the
RIE treatment, the near band edge and yellow luminescence intensity decreased by
approximately three times while the shape of the PL spectrum remained nearly
unchanged. Additional nonradiative recombination at the RIE damage induced excess
surface states is the likely reason of reduced PL intensity. These results have been
reported in Ref. 40.

Fig. 17. PL spectrum of MBE grown GaN samples before and after
RIE measured at room temperature. After RIE, the near-band-edge
PL and YL band intensity decreased by approximately three times,
presumably due to creation of nonradiative defects near the surface.
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Section 3.8 Conclusions
Using SKPM measurements we found that band bending in GaN is as high as
about 1 eV indicating a presence of high density of surface states. Cleaning by organic
solvents and inorganic acids does not seem to change band bending noticeably whereas
RIE etching significantly increases concentration of surface states. These experiments
indicate that devices fabricated in nitride materials have high density of surface states. In
the next two chapters we shall study role of surface states in operation of nitride diodes
and HFETs.

CHAPTER 4 Surface Potential Measurements on a Schottky Diode

4.1 Introduction
Schottky contacts are pivotal components in a number of semiconductor devices.
Excess leakage current and premature breakdown under reverse bias are the two main
undesirable effects commonly observed in Schottky diodes34. These phenomena have
been proverbially attributed among others to defects, highly doped surface layer, and
tunneling at the edge of the Schottky contact where the electric field is higher. Tunneling
can also take place at the reverse-biased gate-drain Schottky contact in the realm of
FETs. In particular, poor performance of nitride FETs such as drain current anomalies
and lower than expected drain efficiency have been attributed to charge accumulation at
the surface2. Electrons that tunnel out of the Schottky metal contact may become captured
by slow surface states, resulting in a change of surface potential. In this work a Scanning
Kelvin Probe Microscope (SKPM) was used to detect surface potential changes in the
vicinity of the Schottky contact of a diode due to reverse biases of different magnitudes
and durations.

4.2 Schottky Diode Fabrication and Characterization
An n-type GaN sample was grown by MOCVD. The sample’s electron
concentration determined from standard Hall measurements was 3×1017 cm-3. Schottky
contacts of 300 µm diameter were formed by depositing Ni/Au (30 nm/75 nm)
44
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Fig. 18. I-V characteristics of the Schottky Diode.
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metallization. For the ohmic contact, Ti/Al/Ti/Au (30 nm/100 nm/30 nm/15 nm)
metallization was deposited using electron beam (for Ti) and thermal evaporation. The
spacing between the Schottky and ohmic contacts was 25 µm. I-V characteristics were
measured using HP 4145 parameter analyzer. The curve in Fig. 18 shows that forward
and reverse bias I-V characteristics of the diode is reasonable. For 5 V reverse bias
leakage current was about 1 mA.

4.3 Surface Potential Measurements on the Diode
In order to observe applied reverse bias induced surface potential changes, the
SKPM was configured to monitor surface potential on a straight line between the
Schottky and ohmic contacts. Fig. 19 shows a general view of the SKPM tip making
measurements near the Schottky contact. The scan rate was set to 1 Hz to measure the
surface potential at each point once every second. A pulse generator with switching times
of a few ns was used to apply reverse biases to the Schottky contact. Reverse biases from
4 V to 18 V were applied to understand the role of bias magnitude in surface potential
variations. In the case of an 8 V reverse bias, the bias durations were varied from 1 s to
30 s to study the effect bias durations on surface potential changes. Band bending on the
semiconductor surface between the Schottky and ohmic contacts was 0.6 eV.
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Schottky Contact

SKPM TIP

Fig. 19 SKPM tip on the Schottky diode.
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Section 4.3 Surface Potential Observations
Fig. 20 shows the surface potential profiles for 4 and 8 V reverse biases on a 15
µm trace between the Schottky and ohmic contacts. The surface height trace features a
bump which may be a dust particle. The edge of the Schottky contact appears higher as
well. However none of these topological features show any significant influence on the
potential trace. Width (W) of the depletion region in a reverse biased Schottky contact
can be calculated using the formula
W =

2(Vb − V )ε ε 0
q ND

(4.1)

where Vb is the built-in potential at the Schottky contact, V is the applied reverse bias and
ND is the carrier concentration. This formula arises from the solution of Poisson’s
equation in the semiconductor (Ref.34). In the case of an 8 V reverse bias for ND = 3×1017
cm-3, calculated vertical width of the depletion region is 162 nm. In the lateral direction
the span of depletion region is likely to be even smaller due to reported high doping
levels near the surface and field crowding. Therefore within 162 nm distance from the
Schottky contact, surface potential should rise by 8 eV. Note that based on data sheet
information, the tip used for SKPM should give spatial resolution better than 50 nm. In
the measured potential profiles we observed a sharp rise by 5.5 eV within about 200 nm
from the Schottky contact. The potential then rises slowly by 2.5 eV over the next 6 µm.
In case of a 4 V bias the magnitude of slow potential rise as shown in trace (a) of Fig. 3 is
about 1 eV. This slow surface potential rise may be due to applied bias dependent gradual
increase of surface band bending towards the Schottky contact. Cantilever coupling is
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also known to affect surface potential measurements by SKPM. The apparent variation of
surface potential on the gate metal is very likely due to cantilever coupling. Note that the
variation in the case of 8 V bias is larger than that of 4 V bias, which is a clear indication
of cantilever coupling.

GaN

Fig. 20 Surface Potential variation near the Schottky contact for reverse biases (a) 4
V (b) 8 V. Trace (a) is shifted by + 4 eV. The vertical line indicates the position of
the edge of Schottky metallization.
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Fig. 21 Surface Potential profiles after (a) 1 s (b) 2 s (c) 5 s after turning on an 8 V
reverse bias. The inset shows more clearly that after applying the 8 V bias, surface
potential near the Schottky contact edge decreases with time.
Aspects of temporal variation of surface potential after a bias are illustrated in
Figs. 21 and 22. Fig. 21 shows the potential profile changes occurring after applying an 8
V reverse bias. The potential traces were taken once every second after switching on the
8 V reverse bias. The surface potential near the Schottky contact decreases slowly with
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Fig. 22 Surface Potential profiles after application of an 8 V reverse bias for (b)
0.5 s (c) 1 s (d) 2 s (e) > 5 s. Curve (a) is the steady state surface potential profile
with no bias. This figure shows the time scale of surface charging. The inset shows
change of surface potential and filled surface states with bias duration.

time, which is more clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 21. Fig. 22 shows surface potential
profiles taken within 1 s of switching off an 8 V reverse bias with durations ranging from
0.5 s to 1 min. After application of each bias, sufficient time was allowed for relaxation
of surface potential to the steady state value. It can be seen that for bias durations from
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0.5 to 5 s, band bending at the edge of the Schottky contact increases with bias duration.
This increase of band bending is due to electron capture by surface states. The likely
source of these electrons is tunneling through the thin barrier at the Schottky contact
edge. The increase reaches equilibrium when thermal emission rate from the surface
states becomes equal to the capture rate of electrons by the surface states. If nt is density
if filled surface states
dnt
= nσ vt ( N − nt ) − σ vt N C nt e
dt

ET − EC
kT

(4.2)

where the excess electron density n = electron injection by tunneling from the Schottky
contact, N is the total density of empty surface states, σ is the electron capture cross
section of the surface states, ET is the position of the surface states in the band gap, vt is
the thermal velocity, and NC is the density of states in the conduction band. The first term
represents capture of electrons whereas the second term corresponds to emission. The
solution of Eqn. 2 is given by
nt =

nσ ν t N (1 − e

α

−α t

)

where α = nσ ν t + σ ν t N C e

ET − Ec
kT

(4.3)

This functional dependence of filled surface state density on bias duration can be
observed in the inset of Fig. 22. nt was calculated from surface band bending ( Φ ) using
the formula nt2 = 2 N D ε s Φ / q , where ND is the donor concentration and εs is the dielectric
constant. Fig. 22 the lowest point of trace (d) is 0.2 eV lower than trace (e). This
corresponds to an increase of band bending by 0.2 eV for a 0.5 s long 8 V bias. Using
Eqn. 3.2, capture of excess 7.6×1011 electrons/cm2 would cause an increase of band
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bending by 0.2 eV. This 0.2 eV increase is just one-fifth of the increase of 1 eV observed
after a 5 s bias. This means that even though electron tunneling starts as soon as a reverse
bias is applied, the capture rate (= capture cross section × thermal velocity) of electrons
by the surface states is slow. This slow capture rate is also responsible for the time
variation of surface potential in Fig. 21. Considering the increased band bending profile
observed after the 5 s long 8 V bias in Fig. 22, it is likely that the slow surface potential
variation with distance in Fig. 20 is due to gradually higher band bending towards the
Schottky contact. The electrostatic interaction between the SKPM cantilever and the
reverse biased Schottky contact may also partly be responsible for this slow variation41.
Note that there is a high object about 3 µm to the right of Schottky contact edge. Under
optical microscope it appears as a dark object. Since it is not shiny we consider it not to
be metallic. It could not be removed by rinsing with DI water or blowing with a N2 gun.
However it does not effect measured surface potential noticeably.
Fig. 23 shows the effect of bias magnitude on increase of band bending. Each bias
was applied for 5 min. to ensure that steady state had been reached. Surface potential
traces were taken within 1 s of turning off each of the biases. An increase of band
bending within a 5 µm distance of the Schottky contact was observed after each of the
biases. Higher reverse biases resulted in larger increase of band bending. Tunneling from
the reverse biased Schottky contact should follow Fowler-Nordheim46 theory, which
predicts greater than exponential increase of tunneled electrons with increase of
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Fig. 23 Surface potential profiles in 1 s of turning off reverse biases (b) 4 V
(c) 8 V (d) 12 V (e) 18 V. Curve (a) is the steady state surface potential with
no bias. This figure shows the role of bias magnitude in surface charging.

applied reverse biases. Recall from Eqns. 3.2 and 3.3 that increase of surface band
bending is proportional to the square of surface charge. Therefore increase of band
bending should be proportional to greater than squared exponential of applied bias. Fig.
24 shows increase of band bending vs. applied reverse bias. It appears that the observed
increase of band bending would fit better to a straight line. The likely reason of this
smaller than expected increase of band bending is field relaxation near the Schottky
contact edge due to charge accumulation in the surface states. The peak of the increased
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Fig. 24 Increase of band bending vs. applied reverse bias to the Schottky contact.

band bending for each bias was located near the Schottky contact, which further indicates
that the source of the excess charge is tunneling from the Schottky contact. These
electrons can diffuse along the surface up to 5 µm and be trapped by surface states to
cause an increase of band bending within this region. If electrons were able to travel
larger distances along the surface, band bending would also show an increase over longer
distances. Therefore, it does not appear that electrons can travel from the Schottky
contact to the ohmic contact along the surface. Nevertheless, at any finite temperature
there is thermionic emission of electrons from the surface states, which is proportional to
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the concentration of trapped electrons in the surface states. This can be a mechanism of
leakage current even though conduction along the surface is not possible. Increase of
band bending observed after the 18 V bias is 2.5 eV, which corresponds to an additional
2.82×1012 cm-2 trapped electrons at the surface. The nearly proportional increase of
surface band bending with the increase of reverse bias is an indication of very high
surface state density.
To determine the relaxation rate of the excess band bending, the surface potential
traces were recorded at a rate of once per second for 1 min. after turning off a 5 min. 8 V
reverse bias. Fig. 25 shows that the excess band bending relaxes in approximately 15 s.
This relaxation rate is much slower than the rate of increase of band bending. The reason
of this difference is difference in the physical processes involved in these phenomena.
Rate of increase of band bending depends on rate of electron tunneling from the Schottky
contact and capture rate of the surface states. Rate of relaxation of the increased band
bending depends on energy level of surface states in the band gap and capture rate. The
rate of thermionic emission of electrons from the surface states is given by the equation

N(t) = NTexp(-en t)

(4.4)

where NT is the total concentration of excess charge in the surface states and en is the
emission rate given by
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Fig. 25. Surface Potential profiles after (a) 1 s (b) 2 s (c) 3 s (d) 5 s (e) 15 s
turning off 8 V reverse bias. This figure shows the rate of relaxation of
excess surface band bending or charge.
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⎛ E − EC ⎞
en = σ vt Nc exp ⎜ T
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

(4.5)

where σ is the capture cross section, vt is thermal velocity, Nc is the density of states in
the conduction band.
Eqn. 4.5 shows strong influence of energy level of surface states on relaxation
rate. In an AlGaN/GaN HFET we observed a much slower relaxation rate, which is likely
due to deeper location of surface states in the band gap of AlGaN. Fig. 26 shows the
decrease of surface charge with time after two biases. At each instant excess surface
charge concentration was calculated using the Eqns. 3.2 and 3.3 at the maxima of
increased band bending.

Fig. 26 Decrease of surface charge with time after turning off biases (a) 4V and (b) 8V.
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After both 4 V and 8 biases, decrease of surface charge can be approximated by a
single exponential indicating a discrete level responsible for charge trapping. Since we do
not know the capture cross-section and we are not able to vary temperature of the system,
we are unable to determine the energy level of the trap. These results have been reported
in Ref 42. In case of a MESFET as charge accumulation near the Schottky gate edge will
deplete the channel resulting in a decrease of drain current. This phenomenon is
commonly known as current collapse. Charge trapping in the buffer can also deplete the
channel and current collapse. If role of surface charging is more prominent in causing
current collapse, the time scales of surface charging and discharging should be
comparable to the time scales of current collapse and recovery. We shall investigate this
issue in the next chapter.

4.4 Spatial and day-to-day variation
In order to investigate spatial variation of the band bending increase, surface
potential traces were taken near different points on the periphery of the Schottky contact
as shown in Fig. 27. These figures show that for 8 V reverse bias maximum increase of
band bending of 1 eV is nearly the same at different points on the periphery of the
Schottky contact. Note that the reverse bias was applied during trace period of data
capture whereas change of surface potential was recorded during the retrace period. In
Fig. 27 (a), the spatial width of the region with increased band bending is wider than that
of Fig. 27 (b). This may be due to spatial difference in surface transport properties. The
same band bending profile of Fig. 27 (b) was observed on two different days for the same
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8 V reverse bias. This experiment was performed by leaving set-up undisturbed for two
days. There could have been drift by 10’s of nanometers between the experimental spots
on these two different days. This experiment showed similar increase of band bending at
different spots along the periphery of the device.
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Fig 27 Spatial variation of surface potential near a Schottky contact (a) Surface potential
trace near the Schottky contact after an 8 V reverse bias.
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Fig. 27. (b) same as (a) at another spot.

4.5 Conclusions
With a reverse bias applied to a Schottky contact, electrons can tunnel through the
thin barrier at the edge of the contact. Capture of these tunneled electrons by surface
states causes an increase of band bending near the Schottky contact edge. Leakage
current in Schottky contacts and drain current collapse in MESFETs can be attributed to
charge trapping near the Schottky contact edge. In the next chapter we shall study the
correlation between current collapse and surface charging behavior in a HFET.

Chapter 5 Surface potential Measurements on an AlGaN/GaN HFET

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we observed that reverse bias causes charge accumulation
near the edge of a Schottky contact. While biased as an amplifier, the gate to drain
junction of a FET is a reverse biased Schottky contact. Moreover power amplifiers
typically work under large signal input drives which means large increase of gate to drain
reverse bias in each cycle. Therefore it is likely that there will be charge accumulation
near the gate edge of a FET operating as an amplifier. This accumulated charge can
deplete the channel and cause a drop in drain current. In this chapter we carry out drain
current transient measurements in conjunction with surface potential measurements
between the gate and drain of an AlGaN/GaN HFET to understand their correlations.

5.2 Device Description
The Al0.25Ga0.75N/GaN hetero-structure used in this study was grown by
organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE) on sapphire. The undoped barrier and
buffer layers were 25 nm and 3 µm thick, respectively. The room-temperature 2D
mobility of the sample, as found by measuring Hall effect, was 400 cm2/V⋅s. Source and
drain ohmic contacts were prepared by deposition of Ti/Al/Ti/Au (30 nm/100 nm/30
nm/15 nm) using electron beam (for Ti) and thermal evaporation. The contacts were
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annealed at 900 ºC for 60 s by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) in nitrogen ambient. The
gate contacts were formed by depositing Ni/Au (30 nm/75 nm) metallization. Fig. 28
shows the I-V characteristics of the device. This I-V characteristics was used to select
suitable operating points in the drain current transient and surface potential
measurements. Fig. 29 shows the gate leakage current of the device. To obtain this curve
reverse bias was applied to the gate with both drain and source grounded. The device had
a gate leakage current of 12 µA at for a 2 V reverse bias between the gate and drain.

Fig. 28. I-V characteristics of the AlGaN/GaN HFET.
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Fig. 29. Gate leakage characteristics of the HFET.

5.3 Current Collapse Behavior
Drain current transients of the HFET under study were measured by applying biases
from a pulse generator with a few ns rise and fall times. To measure the drain current, a
digital oscilloscope was used. Specifically, we measured the voltage drop across a 100 Ω
resistor connected between the source and ground to sense the drain current. Fig. 3 shows
drain current transients due to different biases. The trace (a) in Fig. 30 shows that after
applying a –1 V gate and 7.5 V drain bias, the potential drop across the 100 Ω resistor
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Fig. 30. Drain current transients due to different biases. (a) Current collapse
with bias on (gate: –1 V, drain: 7.5 V, source: 0 V). (b) Steady state after
30 s. (c) Drain current recovery after turning off superimposed pulsed bias.
INSET: (d) Additional current collapse due to superimposed pulsed bias
(gate: – 4 V, 10 ms on 150 ms off).

decreases slowly. This is due to decrease or collapse of the drain current. The drain
current collapses by 20% in approximately 30 s to reach the steady state value (curve (b)
in Fig. 30). We then applied – 4 V pulses to the gate (10 ms on time, 150 ms off time)
superimposed on the previous bias (gate –1V, drain 7.5 V). The trace (d) of the inset in
Fig. 30 shows that the drain current during the 150 ms time when the – 4 V bias is off is
12% less then the steady state value of Fig. 30 trace (b), indicating an additional current
collapse due to the superimposed pulsed bias. After turning off the – 4 V reverse bias
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pulses, the drain current recovers (Fig. 30 trace (c)) in about 40 s to the level of trace (b).
If we momentarily set both the gate and drain potential to 0 V and then reapply the bias,
we find that the drain current level is almost the same as that in trace (b). The gate and
drain potentials had to be held at 0 V for over 700 s before reapplying the bias to observe
a drain current transient that would start at a level similar to the beginning of trace (a).

5.4 Surface Potential Measurements
We carried out surface potential measurements between the gate and drain using
SKPM. Measured surface potential on the sample is 1.4 eV compared to 0.65 eV on MBE
grown n type sample SVT523. Assuming n type background concentration of 10×1015
cm-3 and 3.5 eV electron affinity of GaN, measured 1.4 eV surface potential corresponds
to 0.1 eV downward surface band bending. This is consistent, since electrons accumulate
at the interface of AlGaN/GaN forming the 2D electron gas. Fig. 31 shows an optical
image of the AFM/SKPM probe on the HFET. Fig. 32 is a large area AFM image
showing details of the device. Fig. 33 (a) shows the potential profile between the gate and
drain with a bias gate : –1.5 V, drain : 7.5 V, source 0 V. Fig. 33 (b) shows the potential
profile right after turning the bias off. It shows near the gate edge there is an increase of
band bending by about 1 eV. In Fig. 33 (a) initially potential rises fast by about 6.0 eV
over a distance of 1.5 µm. If 9 V reverse bias is applied to a Pt Schottky contact on an
Al0.25Ga0.75N sample with 1×1016 cm-3 carrier concentration, (using Eqn. 4.3) the vertical
width of the depletion region is 715 nm. This means that if we apply 9 V
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Fig. 31. Optical image of an AFM/SKPM probe on the HFET.

Drain

Gate

Source

Fig. 32. AFM image of the HFET.
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Fig. 33 AFM-EFM profile between gate and drain. (a) with
bias gate –9 V, Drain and source 0 V (b) right after turning off
bias. The depression in potential trace close to gate means
increase of surface charge there. The elevated regions on left
and right in height profile are gate and drain metallizations.
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reverse bias to the diode, surface potential should rise by 9 eV in 715 nm. We
observe a fast rise over a longer distance, which may be due to capacitive coupling of the
Schottky contact with the cantilever as indicated in Chapter 4. The increase of surface
band bending in Fig. 33(b) is due charge accumulation at the surface, which should
deplete the channel of the HFET. If we assume that all the excess charge is on the AlGaN
surface and use ∇Vsurface = Qs (d / ε AlGaN ) where d and ε AlGaN are the thickness and the
dielectric constant of the AlGaN barrier layer, respectively, a surface charge
concentration of about Qs = 2×1012 cm-2 is obtained for a change of surface potential ∇V
= 1 eV. This charge should cause a larger drop in the drain current than the 20%
reduction observed in Fig 30. To find the source of the electrons responsible for the
increase of band bending, surface potential traces were recorded after applying two
different bias conditions. These were: (1) –9 V to gate with drain and source at 0 V (2)
gate at –1.5 V, drain at 7.5 V and source at 0 V. These biases were applied from a pulse
source so that they could be turned off in a few nanoseconds. In each case surface
potential measurement started in one second after turning off the biases. The surface
potential traces show that band bending close to the gate increased in the duration of
applied biases. The increase of the band bending is caused by an increase of trapped
charge in the surface states. For bias (1), as no current flows through the device, the only
way the surface states could be charged is by tunneling of electrons from the gate. In case
of bias (2), the surface states could be charged both by the tunneling from the gate and
injection electrons from the channel, since for this bias the 10 mA current flows through
the device. For both biases, as can be seen in the curves (b) and (c) of Fig. 34, we
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observed similar increase of band bending. This indicates that tunneling of electrons from
the gate is responsible for surface state charging near the gate edge. In case of diodes
tunneling component of leakage current is usually determined from temperature
dependent I-V characteristics as tunneling phenomenon is not sensitive to temperature.

Fig. 34 Surface Potential Profiles after turning off different biases: (a)
Gate –5 V, Drain and source 0 V, (b) Gate –1.5 V, Drain 7.5 V, Source 0V,
(c) Gate –9 V, Drain and Source 0 V.

In the present context, to further confirm that tunneling is the real mechanism of surface
charging, we should have carried out the same experiment at different temperatures.
Since temperature of the surface potential measurement set-up is not variable, we are
unable to make surface potential measurements at different temperatures. To determine
the rate of the surface charging, surface potential traces were recorded after applying a 9
V reverse bias with gradually increasing durations. Fig. 35 shows surface potential traces
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recorded after reverse biases with durations ranging from 0.2 s to 1 min. For biases 0.2 s
to 20 s observed band bending at the gate edge increases with the increase of bias
duration. For biases longer than 20 s the band bending profile was similar to that
observed after the 20 s bias. From this observation we can conclude

Fig. 35. Surface Potential Profiles after applying a 9 V reverse bias to the gate
for different durations.

that it takes about 20 s for the band bending increase to saturate. Fig. 36 is a more
dramatic representation of gradual increase of surface charge near the gate edge with
time. In this experiment Gate –1.5 V, Drain 9 V bias pulses (10 ms on, 150 ms off) were
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applied to the device. The sharp dip-like features are in the figure are because of the bias
pulses. With time the region near the gate edge becomes darker indicating gradual

Time = 0 s

Drain

Gate

Time = 256 s

Fig. 36. Surface potential image on a straight line between the gate and drain
showing gradual increase of band bending near the gate edge due to a pulsed bias.

increase of band bending. This happened because the charge that was trapped in the 10
ms bias on period did not dissipate in the 150 ms bias off period. As a result there was a
gradual accumulation of trapped charge and therefore gradual increase of band bending
with time.
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To find the rate at which the excess surface charge disappears, we applied a – 9 V
bias to the gate with a drain and source voltage of 0 V for 5 min. After turning off this
bias, we monitored the surface potential between the gate and drain in successive scans
by disabling the slow scan axis. Fig. 37 shows that the increased band bending relaxes
very slowly, requiring about 800 s to reach the steady state condition with no excess band
bending near the gate edge.

Fig. 37. Surface Potential Relaxation after turning off a 9 V reverse bias.
Fig. 38 shows relaxation of excess band bending with time. For this plot the
maxima of the increased band bending profile was used at each instant. The dotted line
connects the experimental points whereas the solid line was calculated using Eqn. (4.4)
and (4.5) for trap parameters: cross section 10-15 cm-2, location: 0.79 eV below
conduction band edge. The relaxation of increased band bending profile fits well with an
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Fig. 38 Relaxation increased band bending with time after a 9 V reverse bias to the Gate.

exponential curve. Therefore as in the case of GaN Schottky diode in chapter 4, the trap
responsible appears to be a discrete one. Note that Mitrofanov43 et. al. found a discrete
trap located 0.54 eV below conduction band edge to be responsible for gate lag
phenomena. Capture of electrons by these traps was found to be insensitive to
temperature indicating the mechanism to be tunneling. However capture and emission
rates of those traps were in the range of microseconds, which are much shorter than the
rates of the traps associated with increased surface band bending. Note that growth
conditions, composition (34% Al) and fabrication process for the sample studied by
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Mitrofanov were different from ours. These factors may cause differences between
surface states of the samples.
5.5 Model of Current Collapse
The above-discussed observations on the surface potential can now be related to
the drain current behavior of the device. Fig. 34 shows that an applied bias to the gate
causes electrons to be trapped near the gate. Fig. 35 indicates a saturation time for this
charging of ~20 s, and Fig. 37 shows that discharge of the excess electrons is a very slow
process taking hundreds of seconds. We can combine these observations to explain the
current collapse and recovery of Fig. 30. The gradual decrease of drain current in Fig. 30
(a) is because of a slow increase of trapped electrons near the gate. The time it takes for
the drain current in Fig. 30 (a) to reach its steady state value is 30 s, which is comparable
to the time required for achieving maximum band bending in Fig. 35 (20 s). With regard
to current recovery, it takes 700 s for the drain current to recover fully. Similarly, Fig. 37
shows that excess band bending after the – 9 V gate reverse bias takes about 800 s to
relax. The comparable time scales observed for the drain current behavior and surface
charging indicate that the excess band bending near the gate is very possibly related to
the drain current level. As for the decrease of drain current shown in the inset of Fig. 30,
in each of the 10 ms durations of the – 4 V bias pulses, more electrons are able to tunnel
from the gate and be trapped. Discharge of this excess charge was not complete in 150
ms when the – 4 V pulse was absent. As a result, there was a net increase of the
accumulated charge near the gate edge. This caused the drain current to decrease further,
as seen in the inset of Fig 30 compared to trace (b) of Fig. 30. Note that electrons that
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tunnel out of the gate can be trapped both in the surface states and deep levels in the
barrier. Electrons that are trapped in the barrier would be more effective in depleting the
channel.
One well-known manifestation of current collapse in nitride HFETs is a decrease
of gain with the increase of radio frequency gate drive. During each negative excursion of
the radio frequency gate drive, the reverse bias between the gate and drain becomes
higher. This higher reverse bias enables a larger number of electrons to tunnel. All of this
excess charge does not dissipate in the duration of the positive half cycle of the gate
drive. As a result, there is a net increase of accumulated charge near the gate edge
because of the large gate drive.
Fig. 39 diagrammatically shows increase of surface charge due to a reverse bias.

Fig. 39. Diagrammatic representation
of increase of surface charge. (a) In
equilibrium with no bias, electron
capture by surface states is equal to
thermal emission.

Fig. 39 (b) When a reverse bias is applied
to the gate, more electrons are captured
by surface states causing an increase of
trapped charge in the surface states. This
causes gradual increase band bending as
seen in Fig. 34.
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Fig. 39 (c) Increase of trapped charge in
the surface states continues until
concentration of trapped charge is such
that thermal emission equals capture.

Let us consider negative bias pulses with 1 ms on time 1 ms off time. During each 1 ms
negative bias pulse let’s assume that 100 electrons get captured in the surface states. Let’s
assume also that the density of the trapped electrons in the surface states before the
pulsed bias was such that 10 electrons could be thermally emitted in one ms. So with the
application pulsed negative bias the number of trapped electrons will continue to rise
until the number of trapped electrons reaches a level such that the number of thermally
emitted electrons is also 100 electrons per ms. This increase of charge at the surface
depletes the channel (Fig. 40) to cause current collapse. Larger input drives therefore
results in a larger accumulation of charge, and thus larger current collapse or gain
degradation. Charge trapping can also take place in the barrier. Since trapped charge in
the barrier is located closer to the channel, it would be more effective in depleting the
channel compared to the trapped charge at the surface.
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From this point of view we propose to add a term Vs to Vgs in large signal (as for
power amplifier designs large signal models are used) FET models (such as Curtice) to
represent current collapse. This Vs term depends on density, carrier capture and emission
rates of surface states, as well as the gate bias level (Vbias), drive amplitude (A) and
frequency (f). For model extraction we can assign Vs = γ×(Vgs+A) where the parameter γ
should be extracted from measurements. With this correction the drain current in Curtice
model becomes
Ids(Vgs,Vds) = β(Vgs –Vs –VTO)2(1+λVds) tanh(αVds)

(5.1)

Where β, VTO, λ and α are parameters. In fact, this Vs term corresponds to the net
accumulation of charge in the surface states due to a gate drive. For a device, capture and
emission rates are constant. The balance between capture and emission determines how
much charge accumulation takes place near the gate edge for particular gate reverse bias.

Fig. 40 Current collapse by charge accumulation near the gate edge.
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Surface States that are slow to discharge are likely to be responsible for current collapse
at high frequencies. This is because excess trapped charge cannot discharge in the
positive half cycle of the high frequency signal. Thus, for high frequency gate drive we
can assume that excess charge accumulation is similar to that of dc gate reverse bias.
Therefore, by measuring increase of band bending due to a reverse bias gate we can
quantify the Vs term. The accumulated charge near the gate depletes the channel in
addition to the depletion caused by the gate bias. Therefore, the Vs term should be added
to the gate signal to quantify effective depletion of the channel. The results described in
this section have been published in Ref.44.

5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we observed that applied bias causes charge accumulation near the
gate edge of an AlGaN/GaN HFET. The source of this charge is tunneling of electrons
from the gate rather than hot carrier injection from the channel. The time scales of charge
accumulation and dissipation near the gate edge are comparable to the time scales of
drain current collapse and recovery. From this observation we deduce that current
collapse in the HFET was caused by the accumulated charge near the gate edge. In the
next chapter we derive a mathematical formulation for calculating charge accumulation
near a Schottky contact due to a reverse bias.

Chapter 6 Analytical Formulation of Surface Charging

Section 6.1 Introduction
We observed that reverse bias causes charge accumulation near the edge of a
Schottky contact. The process of this charge accumulation is electron tunneling from the
Schottky contact and subsequent trapping by the surface states. The analytical
formulation of this process involves (a) determination of the potential barrier along the
surface (b) calculation of tunneling or field emission through this barrier and (c) increase
of trapped charge at the surface.

6.2 Determination of the potential barrier along the surface
Exact potential profile around a reverse biased Schottky contact (Fig. 41) requires
solution of Poisson’s equation

∇ 2 u = - ρ / ε1

(6.1)

where ρ = qNd [1 – exp(qu/kT)] and ε 1 is the permittivity of the semiconductor.
subject to boundary conditions
u(x, 0) = 1 for x ≥ 0, ( for an unit potential applied to the metal)
u(x, 0) = 0 for x < 0,
u(x, y) → 0 as x and y goes to infinity.
Exact analytical solution of this nonlinear boundary value problem is difficult to obtain.
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x=1
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Fig. 41 Coordinates of the boundary value problem.
There is no reported analytical solution of this problem. Numerical solutions by finite
difference method has been obtained by Wasserstrom45 et. al.. Fig. 42 shows calculated
normalized equipotential lines for an applied reverse bias of 13 V. Fig. 43 shows
normalized potential along various cross sections indicated in Fig. 42. Only parameter of
this normalization, which will be different in materials, is the dielectric constant. The line
b-b

d-d

Fig. 42 Normalized equipotential lines for the configuration of Fig. 1 for an
applied reverse bias of 13 V45.
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Fig. 43. Normalized Potential Profiles along various cross sections. The distances have
been normalized with respect depletion width. The profile b-b is along the surface 45.

Fig. 44. Curve fitting for potential profile along the surface (the line b-b)
from the Schottky contact.
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b-b is along the surface. The potential profile b-b is the barrier for field emission from the
metal contact towards the surface. Since there is no analytical expression for this
potential profile, we attempted to obtain an expression of this potential profile by curve
fitting (Fig. 44). The potential profile along the surface can be approximated with the
function exp(-5×x). But it is difficult to compute WKB tunneling probability with this
function. For higher reverse biases, as shown in Fig. 45, potential profile near the metal

Fig. 45. Sketch of semiconductor band profiles with increasing reverse
biases to justify linear potential profile near the metal contact.

contact can be approximated with a triangle. Using Taylor’s series we find
v = 1 – 5× x
to be a good approximation. In real coordinates for a bias V, the potential profile is

(6.2)
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v(x) = V - 5 ×x × (V/depletion width due to V)
v(x) = V – F0×x in general where F0 = 5 × (V/depletion width due to V)

(6.3)

Note that towards the bulk F0 = (V/depletion width due to V). The factor 5 accounts for
the faster potential drop along the surface.

6.3 Field Emission Calculation
In this section using the approximate potential profile we shall derive expression
for field emission at temperature 0o K following Ref.46. The configuration is shown in
Fig. 46. To compute tunneling probability we consider electrons with energy E moving
perpendicular to the barrier so that E = ½mvx2 =px2/2m.

Fig. 46. Potential Barrier for Field Emission. Eb is the Schottky Barrier Height and
W is the energy required by an electron to go from the bottom of metal conduction
band to the vacuum level. x1 and x2 are turning points for an energy E.
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The barrier seen by the electrons in the metal is u(x) = W - F0×x. For an electron in the
metal with energy E, the turning points are x1 = 0 and x2 = (W – E)/F0. Turning point
signifies the point in space where all energy of the electron is in the form of potential
energy i.e. the kinetic energy is zero. Since
x2

∫ (W − E − F

0

× x)

1/ 2

x1

2(W − E ) 3 / 2
dx =
3F0

tunneling probability
T = exp(-4/3× (2×m/ h 2 )1/2× (W-E)3/2/F0)
The number of carriers that strikes metal surface (per sq. meter per second) at velocity vx
with momentum close to px, py, pz is
vx (2/h3) dpxdpydpz
The current density is given by
J=

2e
mh 3

∫∫∫

pxT(px) dpxdpydpz

As px2 + py2 + pz2 <= 2m Ef = p02
J=

2πe
mh 3

∫

T(px) px (p02 - px2) dpx

In order to simplify the above integration we shall consider tunneling only from the
Fermi level of the metal. We define θ = p0 – px as a new variable. Tunneling probability
decreases rapidly with increasing θ which is a justification for considering tunneling
only at the Fermi level.
p0 ≈ px

p02 - px2 = (p0 – px)(p0 + px) ≈ 2 p0 θ

(W- E)3/2 = (Eb + (p02 - px2)/2m)3/2 ≈ Eb3/2 + 3/2 Eb1/2 p0 θ /m (using Taylor’s Series)
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using the above approximations
4πep02
4 ⎛ 2m ⎞
J =
exp( − ⎜ 2 1 ⎟
3
3⎝ h ⎠
mh

1/ 2

∝
Eb3 / 2
⎛ 2m ⎞
)× ∫ exp(−2⎜ 2 1 ⎟
F0
⎝ h ⎠
0

m eF02
4 ⎛ 2m ⎞
=> J =
exp( − ⎜ 2 1 ⎟
m1 8πhEb
3 ⎝ h ⎠

1/ 2

1/ 2

Eb1 / 2
p0θ )θdθ
mF0

Eb3 / 2
)
F0

Using MKS units so that the unit of current J is in Amperes/m2
J=

− 6.83 × 10 9 Eb3 / 2
m 1.54 × 10 −6 F02
exp(
)
m1
Eb
F0

(6.4)

6.4 Increase of Surface Trapped Charge
In presence of nonequilibrium charge, in steady state total capture is equal to total
emission. Ignoring any interaction with valence band, if there were total Nt states of
which nt are full the capture rate R is given by
R = σ n vn n (Nt - nt)

(6.5)

where σ n is the capture cross section, vn is thermal velocity, n is the nonequilibrium
charge concentration. The emission rate E is given by
⎛ E − EC ⎞
E = σ n vn Nc nt exp ⎜ T
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

(6.6)

where ET is the trap depth from conduction band and Nc is the density of states in the
conduction band. For GaN Nc is 4.1 × 1018 cm-3 at 300o K.
As in steady state R = E,
⎛ ET − E C ⎞
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

σ n vn n (Nt - nt) = σ n vn Nc nt exp ⎜
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=> nt =

nN t
⎛ E − EC ⎞
n + N c exp⎜ T
⎟
⎝ kT ⎠

(6.7)

Thus we can find the number occupied traps nt for a nonequilibrium electron
concentration of n. Under depletion approximation, the increase of band bending due to
additional nt trapped charge at the surface is
Φ =

(ent ) 2
2ε r ε 0 eN d

( ε r for GaN is taken to be 8.9)

(6.8)

Using SKPM we measure this applied reverse bias induced increase of band bending.
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 describe how this increase of band bending depletes the channel of a
FET.

6.5 Comparison between Calculations and Experimental Observations
The following values were used in calculations: the donor concentration of GaN
Nd = 4 × 1017 cm-3, surface states 1 × 1013 cm-2 located 0.7 eV below conduction band
edge. Schottky barrier height Eb was taken as 1.0 eV. Table 5 shows measured increase of
band bending for different applied reverse biases. Table 6 shows increase of band
bending calculated using equations 6.4, 6.7 and 6.8. The calculated values in Table 6 are
not close to the measured values in Table 5. Table 7 shows increase of band bending for
three field values, which are close to the measured band bendings. Measured increases of
band bending are typically lower than calculated ones. The likely reason may be that real
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Table 5. Measured Increase of Band bending for different biases.
Bias

Measured Increase of

(V)

Band Bending (eV)

4

0.3

8

0.8

12

1.4

Table 6. Calculated increase of band bending for different biases.
Bias

Approximate Field

Calculated increase of

(V)

(V/m)

Band Bending (eV)

4

1.7 × 108

0

8

2.4 × 108

0.28

12

3.0 × 108

3.2

Table 7. Calculated increases of band bending for various fields
which are closer to experimental data
Field

Calculated increase of

(V/m)

Band Bending (eV)

2.400 × 108

0.28

2.425 × 108

0.88

2.450 × 108

1.6
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potential profile at the contact edge is not as sharp as assumed in the calculation. Increase
of trapped charge in the surface states may modify surface potential profile near the
contact edge. In section 5.2 we observed that 1 eV increase of surface band bending
corresponds to 20% decrease of drain current. Since downward band bending at the
interface was of the HFET was estimated to be 0.1 eV, 1 eV upward increase of band
bending should deplete the channel completely. Accurate numerical calculation of
electric fields near the gate contact edge of a HFET and correct information about the
surface states are necessary for better compliance between theory and measurement.

Section 6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we formulated reverse bias induced charge accumulation near a
Schottky contact. Potential barrier near the Schottky contact was approximated with a
linear function to facilitate calculation of tunneling or field emission current from the
Schottky contact towards the surface. This tunneling current was the source of excess
charge for the surface states. Accumulation of surface charge was computed from nonequilibrium steady state occupation of surface states in presence of the tunneling current.
Our formulation qualitatively conforms to observed experimental trends i.e. gradual
increase of band bending with the increase of applied reverse bias. The lack of quantitive
agreement may be due to the approximations made in obtaining the potential barrier
profile near the Schottky contact edge and not accounting for the role of surface charging
in determining potential distribution.

Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future works

Conclusions
In this work we established that it is possible to measure surface potential reliably
using SKPM. We also established a procedure for determining surface band bending on
semiconducting samples by routine calibration of measured surface potential with respect
to a standard sample. Using SKPM we measured surface band bending on MBE grown
samples with various carrier concentrations. We found a scatter of band bending from 0.6
to 1.5 eV, which does not correlate well with growth conditions. Above band gap photo
voltage experiments showed up to 0.6 eV band flattening. This further confirms presence
of high band bending in the samples. Sub band gap photo voltage experiments were
carried out to find the exact locations of surface states in the band gap. We were not able
to observe photo voltage effect with sub band gap illumination. The reason could be
small optical cross sections of the surface states and/or insufficient illumination intensity.
Transient photo voltage experiments revealed slow rate of surface potential change
mainly due to small capture cross section of the surface states. Surface treatments using
organic and inorganic solvents did not affect surface potential noticeably whereas RIE
etching caused significant increase of surface band bending. From these experiments of
surface band bending measurements on materials used for device fabrication, we
concluded that there exists high density of surface states in fabricated devices. Role of
these surface states in GaN Schottky diodes and AlGaN/GaN HFETs under bias was
studied using SKPM.
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Surface potential measurements near the Schottky contact of a reverse biased
diode revealed that surface charging occurred near the edge of the Schottky contact.
Measurement of surface potential immediately after a reverse bias over a 15.0 µm
distance showed that accumulation of excess charge was limited to a distance of 5.0 µm
from the Schottky contact. From this observation we deduced that the source of the
trapped electrons in the surface states was tunneling from the Schottky contact edge
rather than current conduction along the surface. A 5 s bias caused the increase of band
bending to saturate whereas relaxation of the increase completed in 15 s after turning off
the bias.
Similar increase of band bending was observed near the gate contact of a
AlGaN/GaN HFET. However relaxation of the increased band bending took much longer
than the case of GaN Schottky diode. This was likely due to deeper location of surface
states in the band gap of AlGaN. It was observed that the total times taken for current
collapse and recovery of the HFET were comparable to the times of excess charge
accumulation and relaxation near the gate edge of the device. From this observation we
conclude that excess charge accumulation near the gate edge causes current collapse by
depleting the channel. As charge accumulation near the gate of the HFET for a bias that
causes no current flow through the device was similar to a bias that does, it is likely that
channel electrons or hot electrons do not play a major role in surface charge accumulation
or current collapse in the bias ranges of this experiment. Gate drive induced current
collapse was explained using observed increase of band bending with the increase of gate
to drain reverse bias and slow rate of relaxation of the increased band bending. Charge
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accumulation near a reverse biased Schottky contact was calculated from tunneling
current at the edge of the contact and non-equilibrium occupation of surface states. The
computed charge accumulation values for increasing reverse biases qualitatively follows
the experimentally observed trends. The lack of quantitive agreement is likely due to
approximations made in obtaining the potential barrier near the Schottky contact edge
and not accounting for the role of surface charging in determining potential distribution.

Future Works
We find that surface treatments using available procedures do not reduce surface
band bending noticeably whereas some processing steps such as RIE can degrade surface
drastically. We also observed that surface charging phenomena can be correlated to poor
performance of nitride devices. Therefore it is essential to devise processing and
passivation steps to reduce surface states in materials used for device fabrication.
In order to improve estimation of surface charging due to a reverse bias, it is
necessary to solve Poisson’s equation near the Schottky contact numerically. The
numerical solution should take into account the role of surface charging in determination
of potential distribution. Thermionic emission and image force lowering should be
incorporated in tunneling current calculation.
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